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Terms and Conditions for Zenfinex Zero Brokerage Commission Promotion
- The Zenfinex zero brokerage commission promotion campaign will run from 1st November
2020 to 31st December 2020
- Qualifying clients must make a first-time deposit of at least 5,000 in base currency of
Euros, Great British Pounds or US Dollars to qualify
- Qualifying clients will be entitled to zero brokerage commission up to 100 MetaTrader 4
standard lots or 10 million USD in notional volume, whichever happens first
- Qualifying clients will be entitled to zero brokerage commission on all Forex pairs on the
MetaTrader 4 trading platform
- All Zenfinex spreads are variable and can be as low as 0 depending on the currency
pair. Zenfinex pricing and liquidity is sourced directly from Zenfinex’s liquidity partners. The
variable spread should not to be confused with zero brokerage commission. All qualifying
clients understand and agree that trading spreads can fluctuate due to normal conditions,
therefore will have costs associated with their trading
- Qualifying clients can enjoy zero brokerage commissions for the first 30 days from their
account opening first time deposit
- After the 30-day time frame is elapsed, clients will be charged brokerage commission on
either standard or pro commission levels depending on the level of account the client
holds with Zenfinex and subject to their account type - https://zenfinex.com/uk/ourtrading-accounts/account-types/
- Existing Zenfinex clients do not qualify for this promotion. Qualifying clients will need to
apply for this promotion via Zenfinex’s zero brokerage commissions marketing campaigns
- Zenfinex’s terms and conditions at https://zenfinex.com/uk/our-legal-documents/termsconditions/ supersede all other Terms and Conditions. Each qualifying client will agree to
the Zenfinex Terms and Conditions when entering into an agreement with the company.
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